While our community and practice were developing in 2018, we welcomed fine dharma teachers and
scholars to Ancient Dragon Zen Gate. In February, Marc Anderson, a percussionist and Minnesota
Zen priest, presented poignant music and poetry at Ancient Dragon. Brook Ziporyn, a University of
Chicago Divinity School Professor and scholar of Chinese Buddhism, gave a talk in March. Paul
Discoe, a Zen priest, teacher, Japanese-trained temple designer and disciple of Shunryu Suzuki,
gave three talks during a stay in June, including his memories of Suzuki Roshi at Tassajara in its
early days. Daigaku Rumme, former head of the Soto Zen North America Office and a Zen teacher at
the Confluence Zen Center in St. Louis, who trained in Japan, offered a dharma talk to our sangha in
July. Also in July, Peter Overton, a teacher from the Berkeley Zen Center, joined a discussion of
Suzuki Roshi’s teachings, and Steven Heine, foremost academic scholar of Dogen and Zen, lectured
on the poetry of Dogen and early Japanese Soto
history. Autumn brought us teachings from
Florence Caplow, a Zen priest, Unitarian
Universalist minister, and co-editor of The Hidden
Lamp, an excellent anthology of stories about
historical women Buddhist teachers with modern
commentaries. Alan Senauke, Vice Abbot of
Berkeley Zen Center, spoke at both DePaul
University and Ancient Dragon about how
Buddhist principles echo American ideals of
liberty, congruent with the teachings of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr.
During our two-month spring practice period,
twenty-two participants focused on the bodhisattva
practices and figures from Taigen’s book, Faces of
Compassion. Each participant chose a bodhisattva
figure as a practice study companion. The shuso,
or head monk, was Eishin Nancy Easton. Eishin
performed the traditional shuso questioning
ceremony on June 2nd during our closing threeday sesshin.
Shuso Eishin Nancy Easton with Benji Beau Golwitzer
Sangha members took on new leadership roles in 2018. Our Work Leader Brian Taylor, University of
Chicago Divinity School student Howard Ruan, and doctoral student in social work Siddhesh Mukerji
began leading our Hyde Park affiliate sangha, which holds weekly sittings at Rockefeller Chapel.
Besides Taigen, sangha members who gave talks about practice included Assistant Dharma Teacher
Eishin Nancy Easton, Director Douglas Floyd, Head Doan Matt Vogel (helping with meditation hall
forms and training), Work Leader Brian Taylor, Tenzo or kitchen manager Shudo Paula Lazarz,
meditation hall manager Gyoshin Laurel Ross, our sewing teacher Hogetsu Laurie Belzer, pastoral
assistant Katie Dudzik, and practice leader Nyozan Eric Shutt. You can hear all of our guest teachers
and sangha speakers on our website and podcast.
Since the spring practice period, under Taigen’s supervision and as part of their training, ADZG
practice leaders have conducted our one-day sittings, beginning with Nyozan Eric Shutt, Shudo
Paula Lazarz, and Eishin Nancy Easton. Taigen continues to lead our three and five-day retreats.
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This new responsibility supports the development of our next generation of Ancient Dragon practice
leaders and provides a wider range of teaching resources for our Sangha members.
In August, six regular Ancient
Dragon practitioners spent nearly a
week at Tassajara Monastery
through a Branching Streams
program—a first visit for five of
them. One of our regular students
also spent the summer and the fall
practice period at Tassajara,
reflecting our close affiliation with
San Francisco Zen Center.
Taigen’s teaching beyond Ancient
Dragon included speaking at a
Buddhist Peace Fellowship event at
DePaul University in the spring, as
Ancient Dragon sangha members at Tassajara in August
well as co-teaching a week-long
intensive study retreat on Dogen (Genzo-e) at Sanshin Zen Center in Indiana with Shohaku Okumura
Roshi and Byakuren Judith Ragir from Clouds in Water in Minnesota. Taigen’s online course at
Graduate Theological Union in Berkeley focused on the teaching of Dogen, the founder of Japanese
Soto Zen. Taigen and Practice Leader Gyoshin Laurel Ross also presented talks at interfaith events
in Oak Park.

We are pleased to continue hosting the weekly Meditation and Recovery meeting, monthly Buddhist
Peace Fellowship Chicago planning meetings, and children’s events for Chinese New Year, Buddha’s
birthday, and our annual Segaki ceremony. We are looking at ways to extend our practice further
through outreach and interfaith programs in our wider community. Several students are preparing for
lay ordination and one for priest ordination. Many individual sangha members are working with
guidance from Taigen and other ADZG practice leaders in chaplain training programs or in varied
efforts to support social justice and transformation. Finally, thanks to extended work from Hogetsu
Laurie Belzer, Dave Doerksen, and many others at Ancient Dragon, we are very pleased to host a
new user-friendly website with improved access and helpful features.
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